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HIGHLIGHTS
- Teachers reported on emotional labor during multiple events across a school year.
- In relatively close relationships, teachers tend to show more genuine emotions.
- In relatively conflictuous relationships, they tend to show less genuine emotions.
- In dependent relationships, teachers are more inclined to fake or hide emotions.
- Links between event appraisals and emotional labor did not depend on relationship.

ABSTRACT
This diary study examined the role of teachers’ relationship perceptions (closeness, conflict, dependency) in shaping emotional labor strategies (genuine expression, surface acting) during daily events with individual students. Thirty-seven primary school teachers reported on their emotional labor in 563 events with 77 students, in which at least one negative emotion was expressed. Relationship perceptions were associated with emotional labor, beyond teachers’ appraisals of the event’s valence and students’ disruptive behaviors. Specifically, teachers reported more genuine expression of emotions in closer relationships, less genuine expression in relatively conflictuous relationships, and more surface acting (faking and hiding emotions) in relatively dependent relationships.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

During a school year, teachers experience a myriad of positive and negative events when interacting with each of their students. These events elicit a range of emotions in teachers (Chang, 2009, 2013). Some emotions can be freely expressed, whereas others — in particular negative emotions — cannot (Barber, Grawitch, Carson, & Tsouloupas, 2011). Teachers tend to follow internalized rules that prescribe whether it is appropriate or not to express an emotion within a particular teaching situation. Especially in the company of students, teachers in western cultures seem to avoid the display of strong negative emotions (Winograd, 2003; Zembylas, 2002). This might be more so for teachers in eastern, more collectivistic, cultures (cf. Matsumoto et al., 2008; Safdar et al., 2009). Therefore, teachers need to engage in emotional labor, such as to hide their emotions (e.g., not showing their anxiety), or even to fake emotions (e.g., act as if they enjoy the situation, while actually feeling angry; Glomb & Tews, 2004). Although seen as a necessity for the benefit of student learning and development, teachers who often fake and hide emotions also tend to report lower occupational wellbeing (Wang, Hall, & Taxer, 2019). Because of the links between emotional labor and teachers’ occupational wellbeing, it is important to gain insight into the different strategies of emotional labor that teachers use during daily teaching.

In contrast to interactions within other professions, such as those of customer service employees, teachers’ interactions with each of their students endure the length of a school year, during...
which the two members in the interaction are close in proximity (Chang & Davis, 2009). A recent theoretical model about dyadic teacher—student relationships and teacher wellbeing (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011) implies that the affective relationship between teacher and student could well play a role in the emotional labor strategies a teacher uses in response to classroom events involving that student. With some students, such as those with high levels of disruptive behaviors, teachers are more likely to have unfavorable relationships (Birch & Ladd, 1998; Murray & Zvoch, 2011; Spilt & Koomen, 2009). These students, in turn, are more likely than other students to be involved in classroom events that are appraised and experienced as negative by the teacher (Koenen, Vervoort, Kelchtermans, ; Spilt & Koomen, 2009). To date, however, empirical research on teachers’ emotional labor has not taken the affective quality of teachers’ relationships with individual students into account. The few studies thus far have focused on teachers’ relationships with the classroom as a whole (Taxer & Frenzel, 2015; Yao et al., 2015), neglecting the importance of dyadic relationships for teachers’ emotional processes. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the role that teachers’ perceptions of dyadic relationship quality plays in shaping teachers’ emotional labor strategies during relevant events with individual students. It was our aim to bridge the gap with relationship quality beyond the associations with the student’s (disruptive) behavior and the teacher’s appraisal of the event (i.e., how negative versus positive the event was for the teacher).

1. Teachers’ emotional labor

Emotional labor refers to managing emotions and emotional expressions to be consistent with the expectations about appropriate emotional expression that exist within an occupation (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Clomb & Tews, 2004). The most comprehensive and commonly used conceptualization of emotional labor in teachers is the one proposed by Diefendorff, Croyle, and Gosserand (2005). These authors distinguish between three emotional labor strategies: surface acting (i.e., expressing an emotion that differs from the experienced emotion, for example by faking or hiding an emotion), deep acting (i.e., internalizing the desired emotion such that the expressed emotion is more consistent with the felt emotion), and genuine expression (i.e., expressing the emotion that is actually experienced). This last strategy has been added to previous conceptualizations of emotional labor because, also in case of authentic emotional expression, teachers may still have to put effort in ensuring that their emotional expressions coincide with the occupational expectations (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993; Diefendorff et al., 2005). For instance, it may take a great deal of emotional management for teachers to appropriately express the anger they feel during a classroom event including disruptive behavior. Empirical studies examining outcomes of teachers’ emotional labor show that the three emotional labor strategies correspond differently with teachers’ occupational wellbeing and teaching behaviors (for an overview, see the meta-analysis by Wang et al., 2019). Specifically, surface acting is consistently found to be detrimental, whereas genuine expression of emotions is found to be adaptive for teacher wellbeing (although there are indications that this may be different for positive versus negative emotions, see Wang et al., 2019). For deep acting, findings are mixed. In many studies, no relation was found between deep acting and teacher wellbeing (e.g., Karim & Weisz, 2011; Närting, Briet, & Brouwers, 2006; Närting, Vierick, & van de Ven, 2012; Noor & Zainuddin, 2011) and a recent meta-analysis resulted in an overall nonsignificant relationship (Wang et al., 2019).

Most of what is known about teachers’ emotional labor stems from research using trait-level conceptualizations, that is, general levels of emotional labor. More recently, authors have argued for the need to assess emotional labor on a state-level, such as the strategies used on a specific work day or during specific emotional events (Chang, 2013; Gabriel & Diefendorff, 2015; Grandey & Gabriel, 2015). These state-level measurements are less susceptible to retrospective biases (Frenzel, 2014) and have been argued to capture the actual ways in which teachers regulate their emotions in challenging classroom events (Chang, 2013). Moreover, as it has been claimed that it is the recurring daily emotional events that have a strong impact on wellbeing (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011; Lazarus, 2006; Lazarus & Folkman, 1987), state-level emotional labor research may be especially important.

Two recent empirical studies have shown that assessing teachers’ emotional labor strategies on a state level can make a meaningful contribution (Keller, Chang, Becker, Goetz, & Frenzel, 2014; Lavy & Eshet, 2018). Keller et al. (2014) assessed teachers’ trait-level emotional labor through a questionnaire and teachers’ state-level emotional labor through experience sampling in the classroom. They found moderate associations between the two, demonstrating that, although related, these measurement approaches tap into different aspects of emotional labor. Specifically, the emotional labor strategies teachers report to generally engage in, may not necessarily be the strategies they actually use during concrete teaching situations. The study of Lavy and Eshet (2018) concluded that, like trait-level strategies, teachers’ emotional labor strategies on a work day-level also affected teacher wellbeing. Their study showed that teachers’ daily use of surface acting was associated with decreasing job satisfaction and increasing burnout. Teachers’ daily use of deep acting was associated with increasing job satisfaction (although the association was smaller than that with surface acting), but not with burnout. Considering the limited number of studies and the inconsistency in terms of strategies involved, it is not fully clear which emotional labor strategies can be differentiated in state-level research focusing on specific events in the classroom with individual students.

2. Dyadic teacher—student relationships and emotional labor

Based on the theoretical model about dyadic teacher—student relationships and teacher wellbeing (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011), teachers’ daily use of emotional labor during events with a student may be influenced by their internalized relationship representations regarding that student, beyond how they appraise the event happening at that moment. This theoretical model has its roots in attachment theory. According to this view, a sensitive teacher may act as a temporary attachment figure in a student’s life by providing a safe haven and secure base (Verschueren & Koomen, 2012). Teachers form qualitatively different affective relationships with each individual student in their classroom (Hamre & Pianta, 2001; Pianta, Hamre, & Stuhlman, 2003), which are proposed to be internalized by the teacher in so-called ‘mental representations’. Mental representations of the relationship contain a set of internalized cognitions and feelings regarding the self, the student, and the self—student relationship, which guide expectations and behaviors toward the student in future interactions in a consistent and predictable manner (Pianta & Stuhlman, 2003; Pianta, 1998; Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011). Empirically, teachers’ relationship representations are most widely assessed by the Student—Teacher Relationship Scale (STRS; Pianta, 2001). This questionnaire measures teachers’ conscious perceptions of closeness, conflict, and dependency in the relationship with an individual student. Closeness refers to the degree of warmth and positive affect between the teacher and a student. Conflict refers to the negativity or lack of rapport between the teacher and a student. Last, dependency refers to the extent to which the teacher feels that the child displays
clingingness or possessiveness towards the teacher. Closeness is considered a favorable relationship dimension, whereas both conflict and dependency are considered unfavorable (Verschueren & Koomen, 2012).

Teachers’ relationship perceptions of closeness, conflict, and dependency could influence emotional responses in different ways. First, they may directly influence their emotional responses (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011; Chang & Davis, 2009). During a classroom event with an individual student, teachers’ emotional responses are argued not only to depend on the appraisal of the event itself, but also on past events with that particular student (i.e., the appraisal process becomes short-circuited; Chang & Davis, 2009). Accordingly, teachers may associate particular emotional labor strategies with particular students. Thus, they may engage in more detrimental emotional labor strategies (i.e., more surface acting and less genuine expression) in events with students of whom they have a more unfavorable relationship perception (direct effects), even when teachers’ appraisal of the event is taken into account (e.g., teachers’ appraisal of valence). Second, teachers’ mental representations of teacher—student relationships may also function as a lens through which events with a student are interpreted, thereby qualifying their emotional responses (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011). This means that teachers’ emotional responses could be amplified or diminished, depending on the quality of the internalized relationship experiences. Based on past problematic events with an individual student, teachers may interpret specific events with negative behavior by students of whom they have an unfavorable relationship perception as more problematic and threatening than similar events with students of whom they have a more favorable relationship perception. In other words, teachers may need to work harder to express only the emotions considered appropriate (i.e., less genuine expression, more surface acting), in case of negative events with students with whom they share a relatively unfavorable relationship. Thus, a stronger link between the valence of the event (how negative versus positive an event is for the teacher) and emotional labor strategies would be expected for these students (i.e., a moderation effect).

The links between teachers’ student-specific relationship perceptions and their emotional labor strategies in response to events involving individual students have never been empirically examined. There is some initial evidence focusing on a classroom level, showing that teachers’ perceptions of their affective relationships with students in general are related to their emotional labor strategies (Taxer & Frenzel, 2015; Yao et al., 2015). Yao et al. (2015) found that teachers who reported a better school climate (including teachers’ perception of supportive relationships with all the students in their classroom) also reported less engagement in trait-level surface acting (i.e., less hiding and faking of emotions) and more engagement in deep acting. This study did not include a measure for genuine expression. The study by Taxer and Frenzel (2015) examined the extent to which teachers felt related to all the students in their classroom and linked this to how often teachers generally engaged in genuinely expressing, faking, and hiding positive and negative emotions. Findings indicated that when teachers felt more related to their class, they more frequently expressed genuine positive emotions. Contrary to the authors’ expectations, relatedness with all students was not associated with genuinely expressing negative emotions, nor with faking or hiding emotions. The authors argue that this may indicate that teachers who feel highly related to their class simply do not experience many negative emotions. To capture those teaching situations that do elicit negative emotions, it may, however, be necessary to include several specific events for each teacher. This way, possible associations between affective teacher—student relationships and teachers’ emotional labor strategies could be assessed more thoroughly.

3. Present study

The aim of the present study was to examine the role of teachers’ perceptions of their relationships with individual students in shaping their emotional labor strategies during multiple daily classroom events with these students across one school year. To create variation in classroom events, two students were selected per teacher based on differences in their displays of disruptive and positive behavior (see Selection and description of target students for selection method). Since research suggests that emotional labor strategies for positive emotions and negative emotions are conceptually different and that emotional labor in response to negative emotions is more prevalent in the classroom (Barber et al., 2011; Taxer & Frenzel, 2015), the current study assessed teachers’ genuine expression of emotions (a strategy considered adaptive) and teachers’ surface acting (a strategy considered detrimental) in response to events in which teachers experienced at least one negative emotion (see Procedure).

Inspired by the theoretical model of Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011, we examined two roles that teachers’ individual relationship representations may play in their daily emotional labor processes (see Fig. 1). First, we examined whether teachers’ perceptions of closeness, conflict, and dependency of the relationship with the student directly predicted teachers’ emotional labor strategies during relevant classroom events, beyond how teachers actually appraised the valence of the events (i.e., how positive or negative they rated the events; research question 1). As teachers are more likely to have unfavorable relationships with disruptive students (Spilt & Koomen, 2009; Birch & Ladd, 1998; Murray & Zvoch, 2011), we controlled for teachers’ perception of students’ level of general disruptive behavior to assess the unique contributions of teachers’ perceptions of closeness, conflict, and dependency in predicting teachers’ emotional labor. We expected that teachers would engage in more detrimental emotional labor (i.e., less genuine expression and more surface acting) in response to events with students with whom they shared unfavorable relationship characteristics (i.e., low on closeness, high on conflict, and/or high on dependency).

Second, we examined whether teachers’ relationship perceptions moderated the link between teachers’ appraisal of the valence of the events with the student and teachers’ daily emotional labor strategies (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011; research question 2). Based on the theoretical model by Spilt et al. (2011), we expected that there would be a stronger link between the valence of the event and emotional labor strategies for students with whom the teacher shared unfavorable relationship perceptions. In particular, we expected that teachers would engage in more detrimental emotional labor (i.e., less genuine expression and more surface acting) in response to negatively appraised events when a student is involved with whom the teacher shared more unfavorable relationship characteristics (i.e., lower on closeness, higher on conflict, and/or higher on dependency), compared to when a student is involved with whom the teacher shared more favorable relationship characteristics (i.e., higher on closeness, lower on conflict, and/or lower on dependency).

4. Method

4.1. Participants

In this study, 37 teachers of 35 regular elementary schools in the Netherlands participated. They taught grade 3–6 (students aged...
8–13, \( M = 10.39, SD = 1.03 \) for at least two days a week (\( M = 3.80, SD = 0.99 \)). Most of the participating teachers were female (\( N = 26, 70\% \)). Teachers were on average 40.32 years old and had been teaching for an average of 14.92 years (\( SD = 10.43 \)).

4.2. Procedure

The current study was part of a longitudinal research project about the role of teachers’ daily recurring emotional processes in the development of stress and wellbeing in teachers and student adjustment. In this project, teachers completed daily diaries about relevant classroom events with two selected target students (see below for the selection procedure and description of the target students). Furthermore, teachers and students completed several trait-level questionnaires during three classroom visits across one school year (beginning, middle, and end of the school year). In this study, only teacher-reported data were included.

After obtaining ethical approval from the Ethics Review Board of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences of the University of Amsterdam (project no. 2016-CDE-7254), we contacted 427 schools across the Netherlands by phone, emails, or flyers. Moreover, calls on social media were posted by the first author and research assistants. Thirty-seven teachers of 35 schools provided informed consent and agreed to participate in the study after reading the information letter about the study’s purposes. Parents of all their students also received information letters about the study and its purposes. Teachers of all their students were prompted to complete 30 diaries within one school year (beginning, middle, and end of the school year). In this study, only teacher-reported data were included.

Twice a week during 15 weeks across the school year, teachers received emails with a link to an online diary (i.e., 10 emails at the beginning, 10 in the middle, and 10 at the end of the school year). In total, teachers were prompted to complete 30 diaries within one school year, half (\( n = 15 \)) in response to events with one target student, the other half (\( n = 15 \)) in response to events with the other target student. When teachers did not complete a scheduled diary, they received an email on another workday, until they reached the desired 15 diaries per student. When teachers missed more than two consecutive diaries without notice, they were reminded through email or by phone. When teachers informed us that they could not complete diaries or did not respond well to reminders, we interrupted the data collection and continued later in consultation with the teacher. At the end of the school year, all teachers received a 30 Euro voucher or gift of their own choice.

In the online diaries, teachers were asked to recall and describe the most relevant event of that workday in relation to one of the target students. The specific instruction read: “Today, you complete the diary about [name student]. The rest of this questionnaire is about an event that happened today that you remember and that you find important. The event must relate to [name student] and may be positive or negative.” Later in the diary, teachers were asked to describe the remembered event with the target student “as specific as possible.” After describing the event, teachers were asked to rate the valence of the event (see Measures). Moreover, they were presented with a list of discrete emotions and were asked to rate the intensity of each emotion felt during the event (see de Ruiter, Poorthuis, & Koomen, 2019). Only when teachers reported that they experienced at least one negative emotion (e.g., worried, angry, sad, insecure) to a certain intensity (i.e., a little bit, quite, very, or very much), they were presented with items about the emotional labor strategies used in response to the event (see Measures).

4.3. Selection and description of target students

For the general aim of the longitudinal research project, it was vital to select two students for each teacher varying in disruptive and positive behaviors. As filling out behavioral questionnaires for all students would be too time-consuming for teachers, two less time-consuming selection methods were developed, in which teachers were asked to assign their students to three behavior categories at the beginning of the school year. In the first selection method, teachers assigned each of their students to one of three categories based on the frequency of disruptive behavior the student displayed. Students were assigned to either the 1) regularly disruptive, the 2) occasionally disruptive, or the 3) rarely disruptive category. We randomly selected one student from the first category (regularly disruptive) as one of the target students. In the second selection method, teachers assigned each of their students to one of three categories based on how often the behavior of the student provided the teacher with positive energy. Students were assigned to either the 1) (almost) always providing positive energy, the 2) regularly providing positive energy, or the 3) occasionally providing positive energy category. We randomly selected the second target student from the first category (almost always providing positive energy). The two selection methods were examined in a pilot study.
(N = 80 teachers) and proved to be valid in differentiating students in terms of disruptive and positive behaviors, as assessed by psychometrically grounded student trait-level instruments (see de Ruiter, 2021).

A total number of 74 students were selected for the 37 teachers. However, three students changed schools after the first five diary entries. We therefore selected a third target student for these teachers, based on teachers’ allocation of students at the beginning of the school year. These teachers then completed the remaining diary entries for the newly selected student. The total sample of 77 target students were between 8 and 12 years old (M = 10.45, SD = 1.10) at the start of the school year. More than half of the target students were of male gender (N = 44, 57.10 %). Based on student reports about their parents’ country of origin, most students were of Dutch origin (N = 62, 80.50 %).

4.4. Measures

**Daily Valence.** Teachers’ appraisal of the valence of events with one of the target students was measured by asking the teachers how they rated the event they had described on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very negative) to 6 (very positive).

**Daily Emotional Labor.** When teachers rated experiencing at least one negative emotion to a certain intensity (i.e., a little bit, quite, very, or very much), they were presented with eight statements reflecting different state emotional labor strategies in response to the event. Two statements reflected a subscale genuine expression of emotions (e.g., “I showed emotions that I actually felt”), whereas the remaining six statements reflected a subscale surface acting (e.g., “I tried not to express the negative emotions I felt”). These statements were derived from or inspired by four different studies (see Appendix) and tapped the ideas of expressing felt emotions (i.e., genuine expression) and hiding negative emotions or faking positive emotions (i.e., supportive surface acting).

The two subscales of genuine expression and surface acting were distinguished through multilevel confirmatory factor analysis, described extensively in the preliminary analyses. Teachers rated the extent to which they agreed with each statement on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (certainly applies) to 5 (definitely does not apply). Mean scores of the scales were used in the analysis. The shorted version consists of 5 items per dimension and has shown adequate psychometric properties in previous studies (Zee, Koomen, & Van der Veen, 2013, Zee, de Jong, & Koomen, 2017, Bosman, Roorda, van der Veen, & Koomen, 2018). In the present study, the internal consistency of the three scales was satisfactory (see Table 1).

**General Disruptive Behavior.** Teachers’ perceptions of the target students’ level of general disruptive behavior was measured with the broader externalizing behavior subscale (Goodman, Lamping, & Ploubidis, 2010) of the Dutch version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Van Widenfelt, Goedhart, Ploubidis, 2010) of the Dutch version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Van Widenfelt, Goedhart, Ploubidis, 2010) of the Dutch version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Van Widenfelt, Goedhart, Ploubidis, 2010) of the Dutch version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Van Widenfelt, Goedhart, Ploubidis, 2010) of the Dutch version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Van Widenfelt, Goedhart, Ploubidis, 2010). Three months after the school year had started. This scale combines two subscales: conduct problems (5 items) and hyperactivity/inattention (5 items). Teachers responded to items such as “Often has temper tantrums or hot tempers” or “is easily distracted.” The mean score of the scale was used in the analyses. The overall scale has been shown to have more adequate

### Table 1

Reliabilities, descriptive statistics, intercorrelations, and variances of variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th># Items</th>
<th>σ/ω</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between-student level (L2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 General disruptive behavior</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Conflict</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.68**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Closeness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>-.42**</td>
<td>-.60**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Dependency</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.67**</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-student level (L1, events)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Valence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.52**</td>
<td>-.39*</td>
<td>.55**</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>-.16**</td>
<td>.61**</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Surface acting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>-.38**</td>
<td>-.55**</td>
<td>.70**</td>
<td>-.28</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>-.61**</td>
<td>.97**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Grand mean</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.34*</td>
<td>.59**</td>
<td>-.56**</td>
<td>-.51*</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>-.97**</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Between-student level correlations are given below the diagonal; within-student level correlations are given above the diagonal. * Correlations significant at p < .05; ** Correlations significant at p < .01.
psychometric properties than the original SDQ factors in low-risk samples (Goodman et al., 2010). The internal consistency of the scale was satisfactory (see Table 1).

4.5. Data analytic strategy

In total, 975 diaries were completed (87.84 % of expected number of diary entries). In 576 of the diaries teachers reported to experience at least one negative emotion during the event they described (59.08 % of the total number of diaries). These diaries were checked for eligibility by the first author to examine whether teachers had actually described an event with one of the target students. Thirteen diaries (2.26 %) were excluded because a) teachers reported that nothing specific had happened with the target student (n = 9), b) teachers reported that the target student had been absent that workday (n = 3), and c) an event with the mother instead of the target student was reported (n = 1). This resulted in a final sample of 563 diaries, used for all analyses. For the vast majority of target students (n = 73), multiple diaries were included in the analyses (i.e., those diaries describing events in which teachers had rated to experience at least one negative emotion). On average, 7 diaries per target student were included in the analyses (range: 1–15).

Diary entries (Level 1, N = 563) were nested within target students (Level 2, N = 77), who were nested within teachers (Level 3, N = 37). Multilevel modeling in Mplus Version 7.31 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2018) was used to account for the dependence of observations (Hox, 2010). The three-level nature of the data was considered by using the TYPE = COMPLEX TWOLEVEL command. The COMPLEX part was used to adjust standard errors for non-independence within teachers. As such, non-independence within teachers was accounted for but not explicitly modeled. In contrast, non-independence within students was explicitly included into the model using the TWOLEVEL part. We further applied the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation to handle the unequal number of diaries per target student at level 1 (Duncan, Duncan, Li, & Strycker, 2002).

Before testing our research questions, three steps were taken to inspect the factorial structure and to examine the measurement invariance of the emotional labor construct assessed during multiple events regarding two individual students within teachers. Following the steps described by Jak (2017), we first examined the variance in the eight emotional labor items at the between-student level (level 2). A saturated model was fitted at the within-student level (i.e., all items were modeled to be correlated with each other) and a null model at the between-student level (i.e., all variances were fixed at 0). Intraclass correlations (ICCs) were used to examine whether there was sufficient variance in the items at the between-student level. Second, a multilevel confirmatory factor analysis (MCFA; Muthén, 1994) was performed to find an appropriate factor structure of the emotional labor construct across students. Some studies have examined teachers’ emotional labor as a singular construct (e.g., Keller et al., 2014; Kinman, Wray, & Strange, 2011), whereas others differentiate between genuine expression and surface acting (see Diefendorff et al., 2005), or even between genuine expression, faking emotions, and hiding emotions (e.g., Glomb & Tews, 2004; Grandey & Gabriel, 2015). Model fit indices, the comparative fit index (CFI), and the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA), were used to compare the fit of a one-factor model (Emotional labor), a two-factor model (Genuine expression and Surface acting), and a three-factor model (Genuine expression, Faking, and Hiding) on the within-student level. For the CFI, values of 0.90 or higher were considered indicative of satisfactory fit, while values above 0.95 indicated excellent fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). For the RMSEA, values ≤ 0.05 were taken to reflect good fit and values between 0.05 and 0.08 as representing adequate fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1992). Third, to make valid comparisons across students, we examined whether the found factors were measurement invariant across students. Support for strong factorial invariance across students was found when the factor model with equal factor loadings across levels and no residual variance at the student level fitted the data.

We specified a series of random intercept multilevel models to predict genuine expression and surface acting. For the first research question, we examined the associations between teachers’ relationship perceptions and teachers’ emotional labor strategies during relevant events, beyond the valence of the event and students’ general disruptive behavior. We started with establishing a fixed slope model with valence (level 1 control variable) predicting genuine expression and surface acting (Model 1). We followed Bolger and Laurenceau’s approach (2013) in creating two versions of valence. We subtracted the grand mean of valence across teachers, students, and the 563 events (M = 3.51) from the raw scores of valence (i.e., grand-mean centering). This new variable was then split into two components: a between-students means component: between-valence (i.e., the valence means for that student across all events) and within-student deviations from those means’ components: within-valence. In the fixed slope models, between-valence was added as predictor of genuine expression and surface acting on the between-level, whereas within-valence was added as predictor on the within-level. We then added closeness, conflict, and dependency separately as predictors on the between-level in the fixed slope models (Models 2a-c). In these models, we controlled for general disruptive behavior by including this variable as predictor on the between-level.

For the second research question, we examined whether teachers’ relationship perceptions moderated the link between teachers’ appraisal of the valence of the events with the students and teachers’ emotional labor strategies. We built random slope models (Models 3a-c) to examine whether the association between within-valence and genuine expression and the association between within-valence and surface acting varied across students, indicating the possibility of the existence of a moderator on the student-level. Random slopes were tested in separate models for the association between within-valence and genuine expression (Models 3a1-c1) on the one hand and the association between within-valence and surface acting on the other hand (Models 3a2-c2). Random slope models were compared with the fixed slope models (Models 2a-c) using chi-square difference tests based on log likelihood values and a scaling correction factor obtained with the MLR estimator (Satorra & Bentler, 2010). Moreover, we examined the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayes Information Criterion (BIC), preferring models with lower values (Hox, 2013). We then tested for cross-level interactions by including closeness, conflict, and dependency as predictors of the Level 1 slope of within-valence and genuine expression (Models 4a1-c1) and in separate models as predictors of the Level 1 slope of within-valence and surface acting (Models 4a2-c2; Aguinis, Gottfredson, & Culepiper, 2013).

5. Results

5.1. Factorial structure and measurement invariance of emotional labor

Fitting a saturated model at the within-student level and a null model at the between-student level showed significant variance in the emotional labor items at the between-student level, χ²(36) = 321.71, p < .001, with intraclass correlations (ICCs) of the eight items ranging from 0.06 to 0.16. Thus, allowing examination
of the associations with emotional labor at the student level.

The one-factor model (Emotional labor) did not fit the data well, $\chi^2(20) = 172.70, p < .001$, RMSEA = 0.12, CFI = 0.91. Both the two-factor model (Genuine expression and Surface acting, $\chi^2(19) = 66.92, p < .001$, RMSEA = 0.07, CFI = 0.97) and the three-factor model (Genuine expression, Hiding, and Faking, $\chi^2(17) = 64.25, p < .001$, RMSEA = 0.07, CFI = 0.97) fitted the data adequately. Because the Hiding and Faking factors were very strongly correlated at the within-student level ($r = 0.91$), making it difficult to differentiate between them on the within-level, we decided to use the two-factor model as measurement model in subsequent analyses. In this model, Genuine expression was negatively correlated with Surface acting ($r = -0.61$). Factor loadings of the items ranged from 0.53 to 0.83 (see Appendix).

The two-factor model with equal factor loadings and zero residual variance at the student-level fitted the data adequately, $\chi^2(17) = 64.25, p < .001$, RMSEA = 0.07, CFI = 0.97. Thus, support for strong factorial invariance across students is found and indicates that a particular score for Genuine expression and Surface acting means the same for each target student.

### 5.2. Descriptive analyses

Table 1 presents all relevant descriptive statistics of our study variables. On average, teachers perceived their relationships with the target students as higher on closeness ($M = 3.80$), than on dependency ($M = 2.12$) and conflict ($M = 2.01$). Teachers rated the valence of events on average as somewhat positive ($M = 3.51$). Teachers engaged in more genuine expression ($M = 4.09$) than in surface acting ($M = 2.02$).

The correlations in Table 1 are displayed at both the between-student level (L2) and the within-student level (L1). On the between-student level, teachers reported more unfavorable relationships (i.e., higher on conflict, higher on dependency, and lower on closeness) with target students rated higher on general disruptive behavior. When teachers perceived the relationship with the target student as higher on conflict, they rated the valence of events as more negative. An opposite pattern can be found for relationships higher on closeness. For dependency, we did not find a significant correlation with valence. On the within-student level, when teachers reported to engage in more genuine expression during an event, they reported less surface acting. In four events (0.7 %), teachers reported to engage substantially in both genuine expression and surface acting (both strategies receiving a score of $>3.50$). Qualitative examination of the content of these events revealed that in those events multiple (both positive and negative) student behaviors were described during one longer event or that other students were involved in the event for whom teachers reported different emotional labor strategies.

The variances of the variables are also displayed in Table 1. Most of the variance in teachers’ genuine expression and Surface acting was attributable to the within-student level (i.e., between the events). ICCs showed that a considerable part of the variance in genuine expression (21 %) and surface acting (25 %) was attributable to the between-student level. Smaller proportions of variance in genuine expression and surface acting were attributable to the teacher-level (10 % and 14 %, respectively). Overall, these results suggest sufficient variability in genuine expression and surface acting at the student-level (Kahn, 2011), allowing to examine the associations with level 2 predictors (i.e., closeness, conflict, and dependency).

### 5.3. Valence of events predicting teachers’ emotional labor

Within-valence was modeled as predictor of genuine expression and surface acting on the within-student level, whereas between-valence was modeled as predictor on the between-student level. Within-valence positively predicted genuine expression ($B = 0.11, SE = 0.03, p = .001$) and negatively predicted surface acting ($B = -0.10, SE = 0.03, p = .001$). Thus, when teachers rated an event with a target student as more positive than on average for that student, they reported that the emotions they expressed were more genuine and that they engaged in less surface acting during the event. For between-valence, there were no significant associations between teachers’ valence ratings and teachers’ genuine expression and surface acting.

### 5.4. Direct effects of closeness, conflict, and dependency (research question 1)

First, closeness was added to the valence model as predictor on the between-student level of genuine expression and surface acting (Table 2, Model 2a). Closeness positively predicted genuine expression ($B = 0.22, SE = 0.11, p < .05$), but did not predict surface acting. Second, the direct effect of conflict was examined in the same way (Model 2b). Conflict negatively predicted genuine expression ($B = -0.22, SE = 0.08, p < .01$), but did not predict surface acting. Third, we examined the direct effect of dependency in the same way (Model 2c). Dependency did not predict genuine expression, but positively predicted surface acting ($B = 0.22, SE = 0.09, p < .05$). Thus, when teachers perceived the relationship with the student as more close, they reported that the emotions expressed during the events were more genuine. In contrast, when teachers perceived the relationship with the student involved in the events as more conflictual, they reported that the emotions during the events expressed were less genuine. When teachers perceived the relationship with the student involved in the events as more dependent, they reported to engage in more surface acting. In all models, we controlled for the student’s general disruptive behavior, which did not significantly predict genuine expression or surface acting in either of the models. Removal of this variable in the models resulted in small changes in the coefficients and did not alter the interpretation of the effects.

### 5.5. Moderation effects of closeness, conflict, and dependency (research question 2)

In separate models we examined whether the association between within-valence and genuine expression and the association between within-valence and surface acting varied across students (Models 3a1-c2). We did not find significant slope variance for the association between valence and genuine expression ($3a1: \gamma^2_{diff} = -1.68, \Delta df = 1, p = .195; 3b1: \gamma^2_{diff} = -1.66, \Delta df = 1, p = .198; 3c1: \gamma^2_{diff} = -1.63, \Delta df = 1, p = .201$), nor between valence and surface acting ($3a2: \gamma^2_{diff} = -0.90, \Delta df = 1, p = .343; 3b2: \gamma^2_{diff} = -0.90, \Delta df = 1, p = .343; 3c2: \gamma^2_{diff} = -0.88, \Delta df = 1, p = .348$). Moreover, other information criteria (AIC and BIC) in the random slope models did not indicate improved model fit. This suggests that the associations between both valence and genuine expression and valence and surface acting were similar for each target student. However, as the test of random slopes does not always have enough power for testing variance, it is possible that there actually is variability in slopes (Snijders & Bosker, 1999). If the proposed cross-level interactions are hypothesized based on theory, it is recommended to still proceed testing those, as fixed effects can be evaluated using statistical tests with more power (Aguinis et al., 2013; Snijders & Bosker, 1999). Because we had such a rationale, we did proceed with testing cross-level interactions between relationship dimensions and valence in predicting genuine expression and surface acting.
In the separate models, closeness, conflict, and dependency were included as predictors of the random slopes to examine possible moderation (Models 4a1–c2, Table 3). None of these cross-level interactions were significant. Thus, closeness, conflict, and dependency did not moderate the association between valence and genuine expression, nor the association between valence and surface acting.

6. Discussion

The theoretical model on dyadic teacher–student relationships and teacher wellbeing by Spilt, Koomen, & Thijs, 2011 posits that teachers’ representational models of relationships with individual students guide their emotional responses in daily interactions with these students. Testing basic notions from this model, the current study investigated how teachers’ relationship perceptions of these students. Testing basic notions from this model, the current study investigated how teachers’ relationship perceptions of these students. Testing basic notions from this model, the current study investigated how teachers’ relationship perceptions of these students.

Teachers’ relationship representations modified their use of emotional labor in response to negatively appraised events. In conclusion, the present study has provided initial evidence that the affective quality of dyadic teacher–student relationships is related to how teachers manage their emotions and emotional expressions in interactions with individual students. Moreover, results regarding factorial structure and measurement invariance provided evidence that teachers’ emotional labor strategies (genuine expression and surface acting) can be validly assessed in response to specific classroom events.

6.1. Teachers’ relationship perceptions and emotional labor during classroom events

In contrast to our expectations, not all relationship dimensions (i.e., closeness, conflict, and dependency) were related to each of the emotional labor strategies. Toward students with whom they shared close relationships, the emotions expressed by teachers during events were more sincere, but they did not engage in less surface acting. These findings are in line with those of Taxer and Frenzel (2015) who also found a positive association between teachers’ feelings of relatedness to all the students in their classroom and teachers’ genuine expression of positive emotions, but no associations between relatedness and hiding or faking emotions. Collectively, it may indicate that when teachers share a favorable relationship with a student, most of the emotions they show are genuine, although they still may occasionally engage in surface acting. This may not necessarily be a bad thing, as some authors...
argue that there is ‘power in pretending’ when surface acting occurs occasionally, meaning that the teacher can still achieve adaptive outcomes for both the student and him- or herself (e.g., Chang & Davis, 2009; Glomb & Tews, 2004). In contrast, emotional labor may become detrimental when teachers routinely fake or suppress the emotions they feel in response to a student (Lavy & Eshet, 2018; Zhang, Zhang, Lei, Yue, & Zhu, 2016).

Toward students with whom they share conflictuous relationships, the emotions expressed by teachers were less genuine. Although the association between conflict and surface acting was almost similar in size, the p-value was above the significance threshold and thus we cannot conclude that teachers solve this emotional dissonance by engaging in more surface acting. Perhaps teachers use other strategies to deal with their dissonance, for example by attentional deployment, an emotion regulation strategy that is considered related to deep acting (Grandey, 2000). Attentional deployment involves cognitive distraction (Gross, 1998), such as a teacher thinking or focusing on something else and ignoring the misbehavior displayed by a student. Indeed, in descriptive studies, it was found that a large subset of teachers described diverting their attention away from misbehaving students, helping them to regulate their emotions in an immediate situation (Chang & Taxer, 2020; Sutton, 2004). Also in the present study, three teachers explicitly described that they had ignored the misbehavior of the target student in an event. Other emotion regulation strategies teachers use at work include avoiding the situation, active modification (i.e., active attempts to change the features or causes of a given emotional situation), reappraisal, and tension reduction (Burić, Penezić, & Sorić, 2017; Chang & Taxer, 2020).

In contrast to closeness and conflict, dependency was the only relationship dimension that was not related to genuine expression, but to surface acting instead. Toward students with whom they share dependent relationships, teachers routinely seem to hide and fake their emotions. High dependency on teachers is considered an indicator of emotional insecurity (Verschueren & Koomen, 2012) and refrains students from exploring the classroom and from interacting with peers (Birch & Ladd, 1998; Doumen, Koomen, Buyse, Wouters, & Verschueren, 2012). A recent meta-analysis showed medium to large associations between relational dependency and internalizing behavior (Roorda, Zee, & Koomen, 2020). This means that high dependency on teachers is particularly characteristic for emotionally vulnerable students, especially in the higher primary grades (Roorda, Zee, & Koomen, 2020). Moreover, internalizing problems and dependency appear to strengthen each other over time (Roorda et al., 2014), highlighting the important role of the teacher. Various authors emphasize that dependent behaviors elicit protective or directive teaching behaviors (Birch & Ladd, 1998), and vice versa (Zee, Koomen, & Van der Veen, 2013). It is possible that – especially when it comes to strong negative emotions – teachers may engage routinely in surface acting during events with an overly dependent student, in order to protect this student from negative teacher emotions and to ensure an emotionally secure base from which that student can explore.

Contrary to our hypotheses, we did not find any evidence for a moderating role of teachers’ relationship perceptions in their daily emotional labor processes. Teachers did not engage in more detrimental emotional labor strategies in case of negative events in response to students of whom they had a more unfavorable relationship perception compared to students with whom they shared a more favorable relationship. A related study, using the same dataset, did find evidence for a moderating role of perceived general disruptive behavior (de Ruiter, Poothuis, Aldrup, & Koomen, 2020). This study found a stronger link between valence and discrete negative emotions for students who were perceived by teachers as more disruptive in the past (i.e., students with whom teachers may also share a more unfavorable relationship). Teachers reacted with higher levels of anger and anxiety to negative events with students they perceived as disruptive, compared to students perceived as less disruptive. This finding could imply that teachers’ relationship representations could function as a lens through which events with a student are interpreted when it comes to the negative emotions teachers experience, but not for the strategies teachers use to manage these emotions. With regard to teachers’ emotional labor, it is also conceivable that moderation does not so much apply to associations between valence and emotional labor strategies, but to links between the strategies and occupational wellbeing. Chang and Davis (2009) argue that teachers’ engagement in surface acting can still be considered productive, as long as their goal is to really get to know the student. Extending this idea, teachers may be more emotionally drained when they engage in surface acting in response to a student with whom they share an unfavorable relationship, compared to when they deal with a more positively represented student.

6.2. Assessing emotional labor in response to classroom events with individual students

In contrast to most research on emotional labor in teachers, the current study used a state-level approach and examined emotional labor in response to multiple events through daily diaries. In this way, it was possible to recover the actual affective experiences of teachers with more accuracy (Robinson & Clore, 2002; Stone et al., 2006). In line with previous findings (Keller et al., 2014), results from our ICCs showed that teachers’ engagement in emotional labor appears to be quite situation-specific. Moreover, as we collected a variety of events concerning two individual students, our study demonstrated that there is also considerable student-specific variation in teachers’ emotional labor. As we could examine how deviations from the average valence appraisal for a specific student corresponded to deviations in teachers’ emotional labor strategies (i.e., thereby controlling for differences in valence appraisals between students), it made our study well-suited for examining the role that teachers’ perceptions of their relationships with individual students plays within teachers’ daily emotional labor processes.

The current study also provided initial evidence that similar emotional labor strategies could be empirically distinguished in response to specific events, compared to the ones assessed in trait-level measurements. Genuine expression and surface acting were quite strongly negatively associated at the within-student level (i.e., event-level), showing that when teachers genuinely express their emotions during an event, they tend not to fake or hide their emotions, and vice versa. Still, factor analysis provided support for assessing genuine expression and surface acting as two separate dimensions and not as two poles of one dimension. Supplemental qualitative analyses revealed that both strategies can occasionally be used in the context of one event: simultaneously, when teachers deal with different students displaying different behaviors or consecutively, when one student displays different behaviors for a longer period of time. Thus, even at an event-level genuine expression and surface acting can be seen as complementary strategies.

6.3. Limitations and directions for future research

Several limitations of this study need to be considered that call for further research. A first limitation is related to the generalizability of our findings. The study partly relied on a convenience sample of teachers. The work load for taking part in this research...
could have prevented especially those teachers from participating who were already experiencing their work as an emotional burden.

In addition, it should be noted that the current findings only apply to events in which teachers experience at least one negative emotion to a certain extent. Since there is evidence that the emotional labor strategies for expressing positive emotions (i.e., disciplinary surface acting) versus expressing negative emotions (i.e., supportive surface acting) are conceptually different (Boersma & Koomen, 2014; Barber et al., 2011), we decided to focus on supportive surface acting, modifying the expression of negative emotions. It would be interesting to know whether disciplinary surface acting, i.e., modifying the expression of positive emotions, is similarly related to teachers’ perceptions of relationships dimensions.

Future studies using more representative samples are advised to consider both positive and negative emotions, when linking teacher–student relationship dimensions to teachers’ emotional labor strategies, or to examine specific discrete emotions (e.g., Taxer & Frenzel, 2015; Wang, Hall, Chiu, Goetz, & Gogol, 2020). Furthermore, the present study only focused on the emotional labor strategies genuine expression and surface acting, whereas deep acting was not included. In preliminary research, we found that teachers were quite able to understand the meaning of and difference between the surface acting and deep acting constructs when items were presented on a trait level. However, similar items on an event-specific level caused problems, as some teachers indicated that they did not know how to complete the deep acting items and others did not sense the difference between surface acting and deep acting (Boersma & Koomen, 2014). Therefore, we decided not to include deep acting in the present study. Future research is needed to test more extensively how deep acting can be assessed in relation to specific classroom events.

Moreover, the current study relied on teacher reports only. Future research could also incorporate students’ perspectives and students’ outcomes to get a better understanding of teachers’ emotional labor in the context of dyadic teacher—student relationships. To be specific, student perspectives on the quality of the dyadic relationship could be included to get a more complete picture (Jellesma, Zee, & Koomen, 2015). Regarding students’ outcomes, a recent diary study, combining both teachers’ and students’ perspectives of teacher enthusiasm during specific lessons, found that teacher reports of enthusiasm did not correspond to students’ perceptions of enthusiastic teacher behaviors, in a sizable number of lessons (Keller, Becker, Frenzel, & Taxer, 2018). In lessons in which teachers reported to experience below-average levels of enthusiasm but students reported to perceive them as enthusiastic, students reported less enjoyment and more boredom compared to lessons in which teachers’ experienced enthusiasm corresponded with students’ perceived level of teacher enthusiasm. This suggests that surface acting — expressing enthusiasm even when this is not experienced — may influence student classroom experiences negatively. When teachers engage in more surface acting in response to some students compared to others, these particular students could therefore be at greater risk for developing negative feelings towards school.

Last, it is important to note that our study design precludes any causal or directional conclusions. Although teachers’ perceptions of the affective quality of the relationships with the target students were measured during the first wave of data collection, thus preceding the completion of most diaries, it cannot be concluded that teachers’ relationship perceptions influence their use of different emotional labor strategies. In line with theoretical arguments (Spilt, Koomen, & Thijssen, 2011; Chang & Davis, 2009), it is likely that these variables are reciprocally related and possibly reinforce one another. For example, a teacher who perceives dependency in the relationship with a student could increasingly use surface acting during events with that student in order to protect the student from the confrontation with negative teacher emotions, which in turn may lead to more dependency, since the student can start doubting the emotional authenticity of the teacher and may therefore not be able to use the teacher as a secure base from which to explore (Verschueren & Koomen, 2012). Future studies would profit from combining event-related diaries with a longitudinal design to unravel these long-term processes and effects.

7. Conclusion and practical implication

Daily events with individual students are important sources for teacher emotions (Hargreaves, 2000). The present study was the first to provide insight into how and why teachers manage these emotions and their emotional expressions during specific classroom events with individual students. Findings indicate teachers’ emotional labor strategy choices are in part dependent upon the quality of their affective relationships with individual students involved in events. As teachers’ daily engagement in emotional labor appears to be linked to their occupational wellbeing (Keller et al., 2014; Lavy & Eshet, 2018), our findings have an important practical implication. Investment in improving dyadic teacher–student relationships could foster teachers’ occupational wellbeing. To be specific, promoting closeness and reducing conflict in the relationship could give rise to more genuine expression of emotions over time. Initiatives to reduce dependency, on the other hand, could prevent teachers from routinely turning to faking or suppressing the emotions they feel, in order to protect students they consider vulnerable while this could undermine their own wellbeing. A range of interventions have been proposed that can be used to improve teachers’ relationships with individual students and thereby promote more genuine expression of emotions (e.g., Banking Time, see Driscoll & Planta, 2010; Playing-2-gether, see Vancraeyveldt et al., 2014). In addition, a teacher training such as the Interpersonal Skills Training (Zee, Koomen, & Van der Veen, 2013), may help teachers to break the mutual reinforcement between dependent student behavior and protective teacher behavior and thereby weaken the routine responses of faking and hiding emotions for such students. Finally, LJInC (Leerkracht Leerling Interactie Coaching, meaning Teacher Student Interaction Coaching), previously referred to as the Relationship-Focused Reflection Program (RFRP; (Bosman, Zee, de Jong, & Koomen, 2021; Spilt, Koomen, Thijs, & van der Leij, 2012)) seems promising, as an important part of the intervention consists of promoting teacher reflection on emotional experiences in response to specific events with individual students. Such an approach could benefit teachers in two ways. First, when teachers become aware of their emotions in relation to specific students they may appraise future events with these students as less negative (see Chang & Davis, 2009). Second, this approach may also result in a more favorable teacher–student relationship. Both ways could result in more productive emotional labor and possibly, over a longer time frame, improve occupational wellbeing.
Appendix

Item wordings, means, standard deviations and factor loadings for the assessment of event-related emotional labor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Based on/original item</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Factor loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genuine expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I told you I was feeling happy because I knew I had received a good grade. [Ik vertelde je dat ik gelukkig was omdat ik een mooie graad had gekregen]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I showed you how much I enjoyed the party. [Ik liet jou zien hoeveel ik genoot van de feest]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I pretended to have positive emotions [Ik deed alsof ik positieve emoties had]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface acting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I hid the negative emotions I felt [Ik verborg de negatieve emoties die ik voelde]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I suppressed my feelings [Ik onderdrukte mijn gevoelens]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Despite my negative feelings, I presented a relaxed face [Ondanks mijn negatieve gevoelens hield ik mijn gezicht in de plooi]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I displayed emotions that I did not really feel [Ik liet emoties zien die ik niet echt voelde]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I pretended to have positive emotions [Ik deed alsof ik positieve emoties had]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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